Digital Video Project: Teaching Philosophy Script

Part I: (2 seconds) Credits merging together on a black screen. Xylophone sound in the background of the credits.

Title: My Teaching Philosophy. By Carolyn Connelly

With Special Thanks to Lynn Pearson’s Spanish 352 Class and Student Technology

Fade-In to next set of clips.

Scene I: (Clips 1-6): Carolyn talking with a voice over of my teaching philosophy:

- Steam train sound in background.
- Fade-In/Out transitions between clips.
- Voice Over By Carolyn:

“ My philosophy is that education is like a train. It can take you down any path, to any destination. Along the way we acquire the knowledge, skills and ideas that will allow us to become educated, outstanding citizens.”

Clips 6-7: (10 seconds) Lynn Pearson’s Spanish 352 Class

- Steam train sound in the background.
- Voice Over By Carolyn:

“These ideas, knowledge and skills are demonstrated in Lynn Pearson’s Spanish 352 class here at BGSU. The students in the class will utilize what they have learned in the future in whatever they do. The train will lead them to their destination, of becoming educated people.” “They are fulfilling aspects of the learning process through their communication and acquisition of the Spanish language.”

- Transition: Fade-In
- Still Frame of Carolyn’s Face. END OF FILM